
Compact - Reliable -  Efficient

NEW! Inverter 1200W
Easy access to 230V in your vehicle



NEW! DEFA Inverter 1200W
A reliable and compact inverter for light commercial vehicles 

The vehicle is fast becoming the mobile office of the skilled tradesman. To power  tools, computers and electrical 
systems, there’s a growing need for flexible and user-friendly power supply solutions.

The DEFA inverter 1200W provides reliable 230VAC power, is silent, easy to install and has an ECO mode that  
reduces drain from the battery when the inverter is not in use. The inverter is also available with an integrated 
transfer switch which allows the same socket to be used both when the inverter is supplying the power and  
when the vehicle is connected to mains. The new inverter is 20% smaller than the previous model.

InverterKit - for easier installation
Commercial vehicles require tailored solutions and complete kits including inverter, cabling and sockets. DEFA  
PlugIn connectors ensure that the inverter fits perfectly into a DEFA system . The solution can easily be extended with 
a on-board battery charger for safe start all year around. Read more on defa.com 

For more information, contact DEFA on +47 32 06 77 00 or visit defa.com

EASY TO INSTALL 
20% smaller compared 
to the previous model

FLEXIBLE MOUNTING PLACEMENT
Remote control panel available

SILENT OPERATION
Fan with variable speeds

INTEGRATES PERFECTLY  
INTO A DEFA SYSTEM
230V DEFA PlugIn connector 

POWER SUPPLY FROM 
BATTERY AND MAINS
Integrated transfer switch

Remote panel 
The inverter can be installed in 
hard-to-reach areas, and be
operated with a remote panel

The integrated transfer switch automatically 
ensures that 230V power is supplied from a connected 
mains outlet when possible. This prevents the inverter 
from drawing power from the battery, allowing it to 
recharge.  When mains power is disconnected power 
supply is switched back to the inverter.  

Item no:
711997 - InverterKit 1200W
709090 - Inverter w/transfer switch
709191 - Inverter without transfer switch
709340 - Remote panel


